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Advanced pipelining, instruction level parallelism (ILP), dynamic scheduling, thread scheduling, and other advanced concepts in computer architecture like multi-cycle pipelining. WAW Dependencies, Duplicating Register Values, Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP).

Topics covered include pipelining, instruction level parallelism, virtual memory, caches (memory hierarchies), multiprocessors, and advanced storage systems. Summary: ILP dates back to the 1940s, and various attempts have been made to improve performance. In 1956, IBM proposed executing up to six instructions per cycle as an advanced version of direct functional control (noninterlocked VLIW with exposed pipelining), sponsored by Aricent.

Advanced Branch Prediction Techniques - Part 2: Fundamentals of Pipelining Instruction Level Parallelism. Scalar Parallelism comes a bit more logically at this level. Here you write your program in such a way that different parts of the program can be executed concurrently.

Performance metrics, instruction set architectures, instruction pipelining and pipeline hazards, instruction-level parallelism, multithreading, cache and virtual memory, I/O performance and advanced topics in storage systems, topologies.

 Pipeline and Instruction Level Parallelism. Advanced Computer Architecture courses are usually memory hierarchy and caches, pipelining, hazards, and instruction-level parallelism.

9/29 Exam 1 10/01 Pipelining: advanced branch prediction and interlocking 10/06 Instruction level parallelism: code scheduling, renaming, reordering.

Advanced Search instruction level parallelism, such as software pipelining, global scheduling, register allocation, and memory disambiguation, Advanced Computer Architecture C — Pipelining depth concepts related to instruction-, data-, thread-, and request-level parallelism necessary. Computer Systems and Applications: Advanced computer architecture for multi-core processors: instruction-level parallelism, pipelining, caching, branch prediction.

A presentation about the ILP, its limitations and applications in today's architectures. Advanced pipelining.

Cycle-by-cycle flow of instructions through the pipelined datapath §4.10 Parallelism and Advanced Instruction Level Parallelism. Chapter 4 — The Processor.